An efficient and reliable algorithm for computing the Euclidean distance betwecn a pair of convex sets in I? i , described. Extensive numerical experience with a broad family of polytopes in R'shows that the comspecifying the two polytopes. The algorithm has special features which putational cost is approximately h e a r in the total number of vertices make its application in a variety of robotics problems attractive. These are discussed and an example of collision detection is given.
Introduction
Euclidean distance between two convex sets in three dimensional space.
In this paper we present an efficient algorithm for determining the This problem is important in robotics and occurs also in other fields such as computer aided design and computer graphics. For convex polytopes and their spherical extensions, the algorithm terminates finitely. Numerical experience with such problems is most encouraging. For a wide variety of examples the computational t i m e are nearly linear in the total number of vertices, hf = M I + M,, required to specify the two polytopes. hioreover, the coefficient of linear growth is quite small. Because the algorithm is so efficient, we expect that it will become a useful tool in solving collision detection problems and patb finding problems (see, e.g., 131, [GI, 181, have been to optimal path plannlng in the presence of obstaclcs [lSj. 1171,
[IO] and (41, 151, [12], [21], [28])., Our own applications of the algorithm
Since there is an extensive literature concerning the polytope distance problem, we limit ourselves to a brief review 'of some representative sequently, many algorithms are specifically designed to achieve bounds on papers. The problem is in the field of computational geometry 1201. Conthe form of the asymptotic computational time. For two dimensional problems 1271 gives an U ( l o~A 4 ) algorithm, and more recently, O(1ogM) algorithms have been exhibited 191, 1131. The three dimensional problem has been considered in [ I l l , but the U(M) result there seems to be in error;
the actual time appears to be O (MlogM) . See 1341 for another O(hflogAl) result. Because of their special emphasis on asymptotic performance. it is tical problems where M is large, but not exceedingly large. Other schemes not clear that the algorithms in the preceding papers are efficient for pracprojection/combinatoric approach for polyhedra with facial representahave also been described:
[ZS] presents a program which uses a tions, [SI and 171 are concerned with "directed" or "translational" distances (more about this later), 1231 considers boxes I221 considers line segmcnts. It is also possible to convert the distance problem to a quadratic programming problem and apply any of the well-developed computer prw grams which are applicable. its origins in mathematical Programming and treats directly the specificaUnlike the procedures of the previous paragraph, our algoritbnt has tion of the convex sets in terms of their support properties (for polytopes these properties are obtained easily from their vertices). The algorithm is in the same family as the algorithms described originally by Barr, Gilbert and Wolfe 111, 121, [29] and may be viewed as a descent procedure which works on the distance between elementary polytopes contained in the conrex sets. We have devised a special procedure for evaluating the distance between the elementary polytopes. It contributes significantly to thr ovcrall efficiency of the algorithm. .4n important feature of the algortthrn is its very general initialization features.
When used in continuum collision detection problems, they allow significant reductions in the total computation time.
The algorithm has good numerical properties and bounds on the computational errors are available.
An early version of the algcrithm due t u D.W. Johnson was used in the optimal path planning compuquestions in a broader setting is given in [le] . The plan of the paper is as follorvs. In Section 2 we formulate distance measures for complex, not necessarily convex, objects and suggest how our algorithm may be applied to their computation. We also review what happens when the position and orientation of the objects is specified by a set of configuration variables. Section 3 shows how the support proputed efficiently. This leads to the basic problem of finding the distance pertics of the Minkowski set difference between the two sets can be comtheoretical algorithm for solving this problem; Section 5 presents the effibetween the origin and a single convex set. Section 4 describes the cient procedure for elementary polytopes; Section 6 introduces modifications to account for the effects of numerical errors. Many numerical espcrimcnts have been carried out; these are reported in Section 'I. In Section 8 the algorithm is applied to a collision detection problem due to Canny 181. .4 conclusion summarizes the key contributions and indicates some extensions.
Obiect Reoresentations and Distance Measures
Given two objects Figure 1 is a simple example of how the family can be exploited,& is the union of two sphern (cstensions of points) and a circular cylinder with end caps (an ?stension of a line segment). A somewhat more complex example is a solid rectangular plate of thickness 2r with round edges; it is modelled by an rsphcrical extension of a planar polytope with four vertices. Similarly, mnrc gencral Hireframe objects can be given rounded representations.
Often the position and orientation of the objects Ki in (2.2) are specified hy a configuration vector 9 E R " . For instance, if A and B are interacting manipulators whose links and payloads are the K ; , the components of p arc the joint variables for the two manipulators. To be more precise, Ki , i E I , is obtained by translating and rotating a closed point set C i : K ; ( q ) = { T i ( 9 ) W + P ; ( q ) : " E C , 1 (2.9) Ilere: p i ( q ) E K 3 is the translation, Ti (9 ) E R 3 x 3 is the (orthogonal) there are various ways of obtaining p i ( q ) and T i ( 9 ) . For example, they rotatioil matrix, and C, describes Ki in its reference position. In practice, may be extracted from the usual 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix. If C, is a polytope with vertices wij E R 3 , j = l , . . . , M i I the corrcspondmg vertices of K ; ( q ) are given by z;; = T; ( q )w;> + p , ( q ), a simple computation, It follows from the orthogonality of T ; ( q ) that the reference object for a spherical extension is independent of q : ;.e., Figure 1 by K , = ( a ). The nearest point in X to the oripn, 4 4 , is determined by 4~) E X, 14x7 I = min z I : z E X 1 .
Suppose X is convex. Then the near point v(X) is unique (othersise it is w s y to specify z E X with I z j < I *X) J ) and h a s the representation r ( 3 . 3 )
1 . using a proper subset of {z,, . . . , 21 ). Thus, in (3.4) there is always a choice for I and (z,, ' ' . , z,) such that ( z , , ..., z, ) is affinely independent.
( Z I , ' . ' , q ) is not affinely independent, it is possible (see a proof of
The support function of X, h x : R' 4 R, is defined by
We use s x ( q ) t o denote any solution of (3.5). Specifically, s x ( q ) satisfies ~x ( ' I ) Our algorithm for computing d l , is stated in terms of K and requires only the computation of hK and a K . These data are particularly simple to evaluate. In fact, it is directly verified that
hK(V) = ~K , ( ' I )
+ h~j -r ) ) , 
When the algorithm stops, it produces the following data :
In the algorithm, the '2; are obtained either from initial data taken from K , a n d K 2 or, the evaluation of a~( q ) for various r). Hence, t, = z l i -z 2 ; . z l i E K , . z2; E K 2 and (3.9) yields I .
' -I (3.9)
where 1 2-,= kX%,; , z ; = CX' Z,. . \Vith all these facts in mind we can put A', and K , aside and concentrate on the computation of u(K) from h, and 8~.
The Theoretical t u -&
We now present the iterative procedure for determining the near 1s shown that this procedure terminates after a finite number of steps.
The bmic idea is due to Barr and Gilbert 111, [Z]: generate a sequence of polytopes contained in K such that their near points eonverge to y(K).
It is necasary to compute the near points of these polytopes, but this is a relativdy easy calculation since these polytopes will have at most m + I vertices.
optimality and a bound on approximation error. These results appear
To state the algorithm, we first establish criteria for descent and elsewhere (e.g. in 1141 and [ZQ]), hut proofs are given since they are brief and insightful. trary point z E K. Then: (I) if I z I + hK ( -2 ) > 0, tbere exists a point Theorem 4.1: Consider a compact convex set K C R * and an arbi-2 E co(z, aK(-t))CK satisfying I z 1 < 1 z 1 ; (2) z = y(K) if and only
= 4 K ) . Now let 2 = 4 K ) and assume
I z I ' + h, (-2) 5 0. However, 
The of any such insight, a variety of single point initializations, such as the one in Section 6, may be used. tIowewr, 4 K ) E coi? for some V C Z U V , (see Section 3). Therefore,
The requirement that O K ( ' ) ) E Z is easy to obtain even when K is the set difference of two polytopes. This is clear from (3.7) ~ (3.8) and the ssociated discussion. 
g
distance between compact convex sets, we now present modifications Of lIaving fully established the theoretical algorithm for computing the the algorithm to make it totally reliable in the presence of round-off errors. This is followed by some comments on the efficient implementation of the algorithm. ,, -p e . ' j=l , . ' . ,M, ), i=1,2 where Since COZ, -COZ, = K , all our previous notations apply to the transformed problem.
(.5.6)-(5.7) and step 3 of the Distance Algorithm.
T o account for these
Other sources of error include the evaluation of the sums in (5.4), errors and those from the inner products, it is reasonable to replace the convergence criterion in step ( 3 ) by may be appropriately used in (6.2). When 2, and Z t are dependent on 9 (see the paragraph containing (2.9)), the first two terms in (6.4) are independent of q and may he computed from the w;j which specify
especially when Y = Vt is affiiely dependent or nearly so. is small but reasonable (sav 100 X machine error). the aleorithm LenIt is easy to see that the algorithm always terminates, even if < = 0.
~~ -
erally stops in step (3) and rarely passes through steps (S) and (6).
Entrance to steps ( 5 ) and (6) implies the occurrence of a numerical result which is inconsistant with theory. The condition, I u k I 2 I ut., j , k 2 1, contradicts the expected descent. Furthermore.
by the design of the Distance Subalgorithm and the Backup Procedure, ck has m + l elements only if vh = 0. But ut = 0 contradicts the failure of (6.2) which is necessary for entrance to step (5). The algorithm exits in step ( 5 ) only after both the Distance Subalgorithm and the Backup Procedure have been tried.
Step ( 8 ) guarantees that the Backup Procedure is always tried before stopping in step (5).
In practice, the Distance Subalgorithm almost always succeeds and ture of the numerical algorithm. Theoretically; both the Distance .41~* produces a near point of high accuracy. This k i n part due to the strucrithm and the Backup Procedure produce affinely independent sets V , , and S K ( -V~ ) should he affinely independent of ct. Thus, the Vi, k >-1, should be affinely independent. Even if V , is affinely dependent, or V i , k 2 1, is nearly so, the Distance Algorithm usually functions well. We have confirmed this independently of the numerical algorithm by extensive experimentation with the Distance Algorithm.
When K is the set difference of two polytope it is not obvious how the initial set V , should be chosen. We have tested a variety of schemes.
In the absence of additional information about K such as that described in Section 8, the single point initialization V , = (aK (-il + 2,)) has worked as well as any. Here, f, -ir is the direction between centroids (see (6.1)) and serves as a rough estimate of 4 K ) . Note that the initialization is easy to compute using the procedures outlined in Section 3. adds considrr%bly to its efficiency. For example, the inner products of the Atfention to details in the implementation of the overall algorithm elements in V t appear in the Distance Subalgorithm (or Backup P r e cedure) for both Y = Vt and Y -= V,,, and can be saved for the inner products need to be calculated when .ZcoV,,,) is determined. For each of the 20 pairs three cases were considered: polytopes separated, just touching, or intersecting. In each of the cases there were 100 different examples, generated by random translations and rotations of the two polytopes. For the separated cases the expectation of the relative translation between the two polytopes was 10/3. The just touching and intersecting examples were generated by appropriate translations of the polytopes along the line joining the near points for the separated examples. The total number of examples was 6ooo. The examples were run on a Harris 800 computer. The machine precision is 10." and the parameter E was set equal to lo-'. In every example The computational time can he decreased by using the general initialhas been determined for a = t / T and the corresponding near points are given by (3.11). From the comments in Sections 3 and 4, it is reasonable to assume the z I , and the z h are points taken respectively from the finite sets Z1(9(s)) and ZXp (8) and the prcvious stage. Of course, the X' change t o account for the motion of the sets and the algorithm must determine these changes. But it does not have to spend time finding the points in 13.11). Even if new points must be found by the algorithm, the starting set V , is likely to be more elfective than the single point initialization described in Section 6. The configuration variables vary linearly in 8 from the initial position to the terminal position. Figure 4 shows the results of the computations. The distances between K,, and each of the five obstacles are denoted by dl, . . . ,d5.
For all values of a it turns out that d,;
d , , 1, . . . ,5, so that for both the spccial initialization described above and the single pomt initlaliz3tion of 5ection 6. The improvrment due to the special in~rinlizntion IS significant. 3nd as espected, gets better as T ircreases. Since Canny's algorithm is a root finding procedure on a , it locates the collision points precisely but does not determine the separation-distances.
His computational time is 11.6 seconds on a Symbolin 3600 computer.
The computational times are shown in Table 1 is definitely less than log M. When the data for the three cases are averaged together the performance is more uniform with E F / M ranging between 14 and 18 for all valucs of M.
Additional examples have been considered. When the algorithm is run on polytopes which are very near to each other the computational times become close to those for the just touching cases; but on the average, never do they take more time than the just touching case. When the polytopes are widely separated the times drop significantly, with E F / M 5 7. 0 = 1 runs described above. The results for EF were: separated, 36; just toucbFairs of line segments were tried using the same cases and numbers of ing, 38, intersecting, Q6. For line segments the intersecting case (both segments contained in a common line) is truly pathological and should probably be discarded. It is interesting to compare our algorithm with the efficient algorithm drveloped by Lumelsky [22] for the special case of line segours, EF ranges between 38 and 40 (using the Harris time weights). Thus, ments. \Vhen his algorithm is arranged to produce the same results as our algorithm appears to be competitive even though it is desiped to bandle the general polytope problem. In general, one might expect the computational effort to be dependent. on the shape of the objects and, for fixed XI. .6fj and Mi. In a variety of experiments which have been performed to test such behavior, some variation has been noted. But, it is not very great; about 25% at most. The fact that the effort is proportional to .Cfj + is most encouraging. In Finally, a few comments should be made about sets which aren't polytopes or spheridal extensions of polytopes. Suppose the algorithm is applied to the vertex sets of nonconvex polytopes. Then it is easy to see that it produces the distance between the convex hulls of the nonconvex useful. When the distance between an infinite polyhedral cylinder and a polytopes. This distance is a conservative measure of collision and may be polytope is computed, the computations are actually simplified: the vertex points are projected on a plane normal to the axis of the cylinder and the algorithm is applied in the plane (R?. In the case of general convex sets, the sets. This is easy to arrange for ellipsoids and some other special it is necessary to have a procedure for evaluating the support function of objects. The convergence is not finite, but the algorithm can be made, through the choice of c, to stop with a solution of specified accuracy. Prior experience with a similar algorithm [l] indicates that convergence rates for general sets should be good.
